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Optical Filters USA Replaces Sage Accounting System
with Modern Web-Based ERP

TWITTER PITCH: “Optical Filters USA in Meadville, Pennsylvania is enjoying better
functionality and a more modern interface with their new @CetecERP system!”

SUMMARY: “Pennsylvania-based company Optical Filters USA has replaced their old
accounting system with the new web-based Cetec ERP manufacturing and
accounting business platform in an effort to unify their business operations.”

AUSTIN (3 September 2021) -

In Meadville, Pennsylvania, Optical Filters USA is known as the world leader in display
filter technology; manufacturing enhanced glass paneling for electronic displays
and enclosures with state-of-the-art equipment.  Now they’ve successfully replaced
their old Sage Accounting system with the new cloud Cetec ERP manufacturing and
accounting business platform to keep up with the growing demand for their product.

Since the company’s beginnings in 1988, Optical Filters USA used a mix of
accounting software and spreadsheets which eventually lead to lots of employee
time and money being wasted over time simply trying to look up a piece of
information. Optical Filters USA sought a cloud based ERP software system that
could integrate their manufacturing, inventory, and accounting requirements
together under a single unified operation. In particular, they were looking for better
visibility of both order progress and inventory status.

“We wanted an ERP system with better functionality, a more modern interface, and
fewer click throughs,” explained Nicola Dent, President of Optical Filters USA,
“Keeping it cost-effective was also a factor.”

The Cetec ERP platform specializes in solutions for the work order tracking and
scheduling problems that growing companies like Optical Filters USA run into. After
looking into three different ERP systems to possibly implement, Optical Filters USA
found that Cetec ERP checked the most boxes and was able to meet their key needs.

By running their old system and the Cetec ERP system side by side for just a quarter,
Optical Filters USA was able to discover gaps in their inventory. After another month
of running and monitoring both systems, both the back office and shop floor of
Optical Filters USA were able to go completely live on the Cetec ERP system. This is
remarkable, given that most other monolithic ERP systems such as Oracle can take
almost an entire year (including months and months of training) for a company to
implement.
Due to the Cetec ERP integration, Optical Filters USA is now running with greater
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efficiency, and makes decisions based on accurate, real-time information, helping
them expand and flourish in a competitive industry. They’ve been able to establish
better inventory control and better reporting on gross margin and understanding of
waste. They are happy with the progress thus far, and hope to continue to see
improvement in all areas of their company.

“Once we have more data/history in the system we will be able to do some very
detailed gross margin analysis by product group.  This will provide invaluable
information for strategic planning on product mix and markets.” -Nicola Dent,
President of Optical Filters USA.

Description of Photo: An example of a resistive touch screen manufactured by Optical Filters USA.

Quotes from Nicola Dent, President at Optical Filters USA: “We wanted an ERP
system with better functionality, a more modern interface, and fewer click throughs,”
explained Nicola Dent, President of Optical Filters USA, “Keeping it cost-effective was
also a factor.”

SCREENSHOT OF CETEC ERP APPLICATION
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Screenshot of Cetec ERP’s mobile, web-native manufacturing ERP business suite.

LINKS:
URL: http://cetecerp.com
TWITTER: @CetecERP
FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/cetecerp/
LINKEDIN: https://www.linkedin.com/company/1981742
YOUTUBE: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChTRZcocsRZKt9gwTDIrMaA

ABOUT CETEC ERP:
Cetec ERP is disrupting a stagnant, high dollar industry that has resisted change for
decades. Since 2015, and without any major marketing initiatives or venture capital
funding, Cetec ERP has independently migrated hundreds of companies off legacy
technology platforms like Oracle and NetSuite, saving companies hundreds of
thousands of dollars, onto a new generation of lower cost ERP technology.

ABOUT COMPANY ABC:
Optical Filters are world leaders in the design and manufacture of emi- shielded and
contrast enhancement windows. Established in 1988, their principal proficiency lies
in optical expertise and the dry film lamination of plastics and glass filters for
displays and enclosures.
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